THE VEDIC HORSE.SACRIFICE AND THE
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The

point ¡s ... that every religion has a vision of divinely
legitimized violcnce

-

under certain circumstances.
Sudhir Kakar ( 1995: 248)

Where one is grounded in non-violcnce,
enmity is given up.
Yoga-Sura 2.35

l.l.

The notion of ahirpsa, glossed as "non-violence", became a powerful international concept of political and social act¡on in the course of the 20th century
(cf. the ideas and activities of M. K. Gandhi and of M. Luther King). It became so
strongly connected with India and Indian religion that a number of scholars have
found it difficult to accept that at one time even the sacrifice of a human being was
acceptable to followers of early "mainstream" Indian (Vedic-Brahmanical) religion
(cf. my references in Houben 1999: l2l, note 3l). Among those who saw human
sacrifice nevertheless as probably generally acceptable in earlier times are J. C.
Heesterman (1967; 1993:72-73), H. Krick (1977r, and Asko Parpola (1974: 5O7-

508; 1983) - apart from several earlier scholars such as A. Hillebrandt ( I 897: 153).
In Houben 1999 I argued that sacrificial violence in general, and human sacrifice in
particular, were indeed acceptable at a very early Vedic time (even if their actual
occurrence at a specific place and time cannot be demonstrated), and, after a period
in which they were either questioned or rejected, also in the period of Bralmanical

revival from around the beginning of the first millennium C.E. onwards.
course of time, ahirysã became the crucial term referring to the ideal

In ttre

of the complete

rejection of any violence including sacrificial violence. While some scholars saw the
later development of the ideal of ahímsd as originating outside and in opposition to
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Brahmanical ritual circles (e.g. Alsdorf 1962), others, especially H.-P. Schmidt
(1968; 1997), and J. C. Heesterman (1984), have argued that it resulted from
a development within Brahma¡rical thought and practice (cf. on this issue also
Houben 1999). In the present article I will have a closer look at the earliest traceable
stages in the development of the term ahimsã (rather than of the ideal which was
later refened to by this term), on its central meaning and on changes or variations in
its employment and connotation. For this purpose I will focus on a passage in the
Taittirîya Brãhma4a which gives an explanation (brãhmaya) on aspects of the

Aóvamedha or horse sacrifice.

1.2. The passage, TB 3.9.8.1-3,1 has been translated

as

follows by P.-É. Dumont

(1948: 485, with minor adaptations):

(l) l.
2.
3.

Afier he had created the creatures, Prajãpati, through love, entered into thc¡n; but
he could not disengage himselffrom them and arise from them again.
He said: "He shall prosper who shall disengage me flom these, and reslore me to
unity."
The gods, by means of thc horse-sacriñce, restored him to unity; then lhey prospered.

4.

Whosoever offers the horse-sacrifice, he rcslorcs Prajãpati
quently) prospers.

5.

(At the

horse-sacr¡fìce) he (the Adhvaryu) seizes

to unity and

(conse-

a man (and binds him ro

the

sacrificial stake).

(2)

6.

Man is certainly related to the Viraj(-metre).

7.

(Consequently) it is the V¡râj(-metre) he thus obrains.

L

And the Virãj(-mctrc) is certainly food.
(Consequently) it is food he thus obtains.

9.

lo. (At the horse-sacrihce) he (the Adhvaryu) seizes a horse (and binds hi¡n to

the

sacrificial stake).

ll

The horse is consecrated to Prajãpati.

TB 3.9.8.1-3: prajtipatir pra¡á¡ sr;wá prenti'nupraviiat | úbhyaþ púnalt

sâmhhavitunt

sò'brar,ít | ¡dhnrívad t sa¡ yd metríþ púnaþ sarybháiaà hi 1 iar., àevA asvimedhénaivá sámabhoran I táto val tú ¡irdhnuvan I yò 'ivametlhéna yájate I prajápaûm a,ã
sámhharaty ¡dhnr;ti.ll I ll
púrusam ¡ilabhate I vairajó val púru;aþ | virõjam evalahhate I títho ónnant vaí virtit
naíaknot

I

I

ánnam e.yãvarundhe

I

aivúm ãlahhate I prãjapatyó vã óival] | projtipatin evalobhate | ótho írir va ékaiapham
íríyan evavaruwlhe I
gtim titabhate ll 2ll yajnó vaí gatit1 | yajñám etolahhate ótho tinnanl vaí gaúl¡ ánnant
|
|

I

evdvarunclhe I
ajãvt' ãlahhate bhúmnë | ótho pústìr vaí bhúmã | pústim evavarundhe
p cl r ya g n i k r t a ryt p ú r u s a qt c a ra qryã thí c ót s a n ty ei h i rfisã y u i
¡j
I
ubhaú va etaú paíu alabhyete yáÍ cavamó ytli ca puranúh I tè 'syobháye yajñó baddh.ib
abhîsta. ahhípt'îtãl.r I abhljitít abhíhuta bhavanti naíuou daryk¡qãval¡ paíávo yajñé
boddhah I ahhis¡a abhlprítah I ahhíjitã abhlhutã hi¡ñsanti I yò 'ívamedhétra ytíjatc I yá u
calnán eván vóda ll3ll
I

I
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t2.

(Consequently) he (the Sacrificer) thus gains (the favor of) Prajápati.

13.

And the race of whole-hoofed animals (such as the horse) certainly is prosperity.

t4. (Consequently) it
15.

is prosperity he (the Sacrificer) lhus obtains.

(At the horse-saøifice) he (thc Adhvaryu) seizes (and binds) the cow (i.e. cows).

(3) r6. The cow is the sacrifice.
t7. (Consequently) it is the sacrifice he (the Saqificer) thus obtains.
18. And the cow cefainly is food.
t9. (Consequently) it is food he thus obtains.
20. (At the hone-sacrifice) he (thc Adhvaryu) seizes goats and sheep
dance (and binds them to the sacrificial stakes),

2t.

in

greal abun-

Abundance certainly is wealth.

22. (Consequently) it is wealth he (the Sacrificer) thus obtains.

23. After the fire has been carried round the man and thc wild animals (i.c. after the
performance of the paryagni), they (the Adhvaryu and his assistants) rcleasc them
(i,e. the man ancl the wild animals),

It is for ahirysa (i.e. in order to avoid doing harm) (that they release them).
25. (At the horse-saøifice) lhese lwo victims, ¡he lowest (a wild animal) and thc high-

24.

est (a man), are seized (and bound).

26. (Consequently) at the sacrificial ceremony of him (i.e., of the king who offers the
sacrifice), the animals of both kinds (the lowest and the highest, the wild and the
tame) when they have been bound (to the sacrificial stakes), are (all) desired and
beloved (by the gods), conquered (by the gods), and offered (to the gods).

2'l

riy'hen they have been bound (to the sacrificial stakes) at the sacriñce, (and, consequently,) desired and beloved (by the gods), conquered (by the gods), and offered
(to the gods), (even) the mordacious animals do not harm him who offers the
horse-sacrifice and who thus knows it.

2.1. ln this passage, the final section, from sentence 23 onwards, does not seem to
link up very well with the preceding sections. Sentences 14 contain a general statement on the origin of the horse sacrifice and the results to be expected from it on
account of this origin. In sentences 5-22 the sacrifices of five different sacriFrcial
animals in the horse sacrifice are explained: man, horse, cow, goat and sheep. This
series of five "animals" which are fit for sacrifice is well known. In AiB 2.1.8 they
ar€ enumerated together with a list of frve beings not fit for sacrifice, which arise
from those fit for sacrifice when their "sap" departs. In sentence 23 it is said that the
mffi and the wild animals are set free after the ceremony of "carrying a fire around"
the victim. Wild animals ,ü/ere not mentioned before in TB 3.9.8 - but they were
mentioned earlier, in TB 3.8.19, and in 3.9.1-3. That a man is being set free implies
he had been bound for the sacrifice first. That a man is "seized" (ã-laåå-) (and hence

also bound at the stake) was already said in 3.9.8,1 (sentence 5). Sãyana (on TB
3.9.8) gives a more precise explanation by stating that this refers to the man who is
bound on account of the prescription ro offer purusí', this prescription is given, not
in the Tainin-ya Brãhmana but in the Taittin-ya Samhitã (TS 5.6.21), where it forms
partof alistof numerousdomestic animals to be sacrifìced at the Aúvamedha. The
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puru;î may be interpreted as an elliptic dual, so that in fact a male and female
are to be bound; the other animals in the above-mentioned list also appear in groups
of two. Just as the man in TB 3.9.8.2 , the puruçí are connected with Virãj. A. B.
Keith (1914, on TS 5.6.21) and J. Eggeling (1900: xxvii) were unable to give good
term

reasons for their rejection of the implication that human beings were also offered at

the Aivamedha (for an unexpected confirmation that this was at one time an acceptabfe ritual option, see the Sãr¡khya-Saptati-Vftti on Sãr¡rkhya-Kãrikâ 2, and

Houben 1999: 13Ç137).

Following this, in sentences 25-27, the implications of there being two kinds

of victims, the highest and the lowest, are explained. In the light of the preceding
sentences (up to sentence22),one would expect the highest and the lowest to be the

of the wild animals mentioned in 23 and of the
of animals are probably the
tame and the wild animals. In these TB-chapters devoted to the horse sacrifice (TB
3.8 and 3.9), the üame and wild ânimals are also elsewhere referred to as the "two
kinds of animals" (e.g., in TB 3.9.2). One may further wonder whether lhe passage
23-27 can be regarded as intemally consistent.
man

¿urd

the sheep. But in the light

mordacious animals mentioned in 27, the two kinds

2.2. The section consisting of sentences 23-27 seems ill-suited not only in its immediate context but also in the larger context of the TB-discussion on the horse
sacrifice. The presence of tame and wild animals was already discussed in 3.8.19,
and in 3.9.1-3; in 3.9.3.3 the wild animals were said to be released after the ceremony of "carrying a fire around" the victims had been performed (páryagnikrtãn
_!
aranyan útsyjanti); and it was said why they were released: for the sake of noninjury Qlhirírsayai).In 3.9.3.3 the reference to the wild animals, their release, and
the reason for their release was given at the right moment in the discussion about
the offering of the sacrificial victims on the second day of pressing (from 3.8.20
onwards). The statements in 3.9.8, however, come at the end of this discussion,
after the central ceremonies in connection with the dead horse and the queen have
already taken place (TB 3.9.6 and 7). The first two sections could still be seen, in
accordance with Sãyar¡a's suggestion (aivamedha-tadlyapaíuvidhayaþ praiarpsyante), as a general "praise" of the horse sacrifice after the main actions ar€ over,
but sentences 23-27, and especially 23-24, are not convincingly characterized in
this way.

2.3.1. The use of the expression áhirhsayai in 3.9.8.3 is peculiar in the light of its
employment elsewhere in Samhitãs, Brãhma4as and Ãra¡yakas. The translation and

explanatory additions given by Dumont - "It is for ahimsã (i.e. in order to avoid
doing harm) (that they release them)" - will definitely rnake sense to a present-day
general reader. But it is to be realised that the interpretation suggested by Dumont
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in the light of the later ideal of ahimsã that one should avoid
doing harm to any living being. If we compÍue it with what we find in, for instance,
makes sense only

the TS and TÃ, its connotation seems different. Thus, in TS 5'2.8.7 we read:
!

,
r
.t ,--:
yó va ápanabhim agním cinuté yájamãnasya nabhim ánu prá viíati
sâ enam íivaró hl¡itsitor ... sá-nabhim evãgním cinuté 'hiñsuyai,

which Keith (1914) translates as:

If he pile.s the fire without a navel, [the fire] enters the navel
of the sacrificer, and is liable to injure him... verily he piles
the fire with its navel, to avoid injury.
As the context shows, the concem is here with the safety of the sacrificer.

A

state-

-

"Frequently we hear that the sacrifices and
¡nent made by Schmidt (1997:215)
is therefore not supported but rather
creatures in general shall not be injured"
contradicted by TS 5.2.8.7, to which Schmidt refers as an example. I will retum

-

below (parag.rrph2.3.4) to the other example mentioned by Schmidt, Sn Z.S.t.t¿'
At the only two other places in TS where the word âhithsa is found (TS
5.6.6.l, 5.7.6.1), it is found in the expression ãtmánó ' hirhsuytti which says that the
Adhvaryu priest performs a certain act or recitation for the s¿rke of his own safety.
In the AiB the word áhiñwa occurs only once, viz. in AiB 1.30:
... tut pratiÇthãpayaty ãtntanaí ca yaiamdnasya cahirysãyui.

Keith (1920) translates:

verily thus he establishes them in security, to prevent injury
to himself or the sacrificer.

At other places the word álti¡itsa is employed differently, and may co¡ne closer to
the employment in TB 3.9.8.3, e.g. MS 4.1.10 (p. 12, line l6)
p¡'rhivi devayajuni oru hi,ksisoo, ta ósadhinaryt rrrilort íty óçacthîntint
áhiiitsayai

"O earth serving as offering place to the gods, may I not
hann the root of your herbs", [he says] for the non-injury of
the herbs.

2.3.2. What is the precise difference between the employment in TB 3.9.8.3 and
the others? There seems to be some difference, but t did not find it easy to capture
the crucial distinctions in a simple formulation.2 Having checked all places with
áhi¡hsa in Samhitãs, Brãhma4as and Ãra4yakas to which Vishva Bandhu's Vedic
worcl-concordance refers, I propose to formulate the distinctions as follows:

2

ln Hot¡ben 1999:137, n. 5ll I spoke of a "latc 'rctive' se¡rse" of áhiñts[t.vai as uscd in TB
3.9.8.3. but the conrast "active" vs. "recepfivc" distinguishes TB 3.9'8.3 only frorn its
employmenl in c.g, TS, TÃ and Aits, not front ¡rlaces such as the one in MS 4.1.10.
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The áhithsã occurence in TB 3.9.8.3 is distinct from other places where

it

is

used in

A.

a "receptive" context: the non-injury should pertain to the priest, the sac-

rificer, or to his cattle;

B,

is l) with some abstract, mythic, or
ritual entities; ot'2) with entities or plants which finally get hurt (from a
daily, non-ritual perspective).
an "active" context where the concem

Thus, examples of A are the occunences of the passages in TS and AiB referred to above, and places such as TÃ 5.4.8, 5.?.8.3 An example of Bt is when an

effort is made not to let "these worlds" get hurt from the falling tree out of which
the sacrificial post is to be made (MS 3.9.3, p. 116, 1.5 Éantá ewÍ niryata I e;riryr
tokånam áhithsayai). An exarnple of 82 is MS 4.1.10 discussed above (here the
manÍa speaks of non-injury for the plants, but in the accompanying act they arc
actually cut off¡. Another example of B2 is MS 3.9.3 p. I15, l. l9:
svádhíte maínañt hiñ1sir íti vájro vaí svádhitir vájrad vatasma
etád antár dadhaty áhirksayai
O Axe, do not injure him; the axe is a thunderbolt; he places
(the grass blade) in between the axe (and the tree) for him

(the tree) for the sake ofnon-injury.

The tree is finally cut down, while it is "ritually" prevented from being injured by
the grass-blade placed between it and the axe.

In the case of the human being refened to in TB 3.9.8.3, páryagnikrtant píiru;arV coronyañí cótslanty âhithsayai, the concern is not directly with the priest,
sacrificer or his belongings; nor is the object, prevented from injury, an abstract,
mythic or ritual entity; nor is it a thing such as a plant which is finally injured from a
daily, non-ritual perspective, though it is protected from injury in a ritual way. The
man (and the wild animals) are actually set free. From a ritual point of view, the
man is a perfect "sacrificial animal", and hence there could be no ritual objection to
killing him in a sacrifice, and there should be no danger arising from his sacrifice

for the sacrificer

ancl the priests.

It can therefore be said that here a non-ritual

perspective, according to which no harm is to be done to, especially, a human being,

prevails over purely ritual considerations which would see the man as a suitable
sacrifrcial victim, and which elsewhere allow to give actual injury to, for instance, a
plant (tree) while it is rirually protected from injury.a Rather than the fîrst stages of
3

The other occurrences in T,4 also occur in the 5th Prapã¡haka, the Brãhma¡a on the Pravargya ritual: 5.8. I 2 (2x), 5.9.9, and rhey all concem the safery of ¡he sacrificer and/or priest
(category A).

4

In SB 13.6.2.12-13 the reason mentioned for letting the man free is that olherwise '1nan
would eat man": this looks like another example of an outside, not strictly ritual, way of
reasoning applied to the ritual.
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an intemal development from within the domain of ritual thought and practice in the
direction of the later generalized ideal of dhitfua, we see the impact on ritual thought
and practice of outside, non-ritual considerations.

2.3.3.

Are there other cases where the non-injury is desired on behalf of something or someone not directly connected with the sacrifìcer and his priestly team,
and where the non-injury is actual rather than merely ritual? First of all, the wild
animals mentioned in TB 3.8.19 were already actually set free in TB 3.9.3. This,
too, was done áhirírsayai. It might seem natural to understand it in the same way as
in the case of the human being in TB 3.9.8. Indeed, Dumont translates the expression, just as in the case of 3.9.8.3 sentence 24, as: "It is for ahimsã (i.e. in order to
avoid doing harm) (that they release them)." And indeed, there is no direct indication for a "receptive" context, i.e., that the non-injury should pertain to the priest, the
sacrificer, or to his cattle. Nor is there an "active" context in the sense that the
concem is only with abstract, mythic, or ritual entities; or with entities or living
beings which finally get hurt (from a daily, non-ritual perspective).
But then, why woulcl the domestic animals be sacrificed and would onty the
wild animals be favoured with being treated according to the ideal of ahimsa? In
fact, some sraremenrs in TB 3.9.1.2-4 (parallel wirh what is said in SB 13.2.4.2-3)

can be cited

to severely question the above-mentioned

(Dumont's translation, 1948:

(2)
(3)

47

prelirninary judgement
6477, with minor adaptations):

Ifhe (the Adhvaryu, acting for rhe sacrificer,) were to perform (the sacrifice) with
wild animals, father and son would part, the roads would run asundcr, the villageboundarics of lwo villagcs would be far asunder,
and camivorous beasts, man-tigers, thievcs, murderers, and robbers would be bom
in the fbrests.

concerning rhis they say: Tlrc wilcl animals (ãratryall are not (sacrificial)
animals (ápaiavah). lf he (the Adhvaryu, acring for the sacrificer,) were to perform
(the sacrifice) wilh wild animals, they would soon carry away the Sacrificer dead

(4)

to the foresl, for the wild animals have the forest for their home. (But) if he wc¡e
not to ¡mmolnte animals, he would not obtain animals (i.e., caüle) for rhe sacrificer; if he were to dismiss them after fire has been carried round them (read rather:
yád ápar¡agni&'t¿r¡, wirhout fire having been carried around them?),
he would destroy the sacrifice. (on rhe contrary) if he (the Adhvaryu, acting for the
sacrificer,) does immotare (sacrificial) ani¡nals, he thereby obrains animals (i.e.,
cattle) for the saqiñcer; and, if he dismisses (the wild animals), after fire has been
carried around them, this does not lcad to the destrucrion of the sacrifice, he obtains animals (i.e., cattle) for the sacrificer, and they will not carry irw¿ry the sac-

rificer dead to tþe lbrest.
Hc (the Adhvaryu, acring for the sacrificer,) perrbrms (the sacrifice) wirh
tame animals. (For) these animals Qtaíávah, esp, cattle) are indeed .,economic
security" (kçéma). (And, if rhe Adhvaryu, acting for rhe sacrificer, i¡nmolates
them,) father and son settle together, the roads run together, the village-boundaries
are contiguous, and no camivorous beasts, man-tigers, thieves,
murderers, robbers, are bom in the forests.

of two villages
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This explanation is well rooted in the Brãhma4a literature, as it suits explanations elsewhere according to which only a limited number of "animals" - ba^sically
domestic animals including the "human animal" - are fit for sacrifice (as in AiB

It also suits other passages in the Brãhma4a literature ac"suffering"
is transferred from domestic to wild animals.s Against
cording to which
this background, it would be most natural to interpret the áhi¡ñsa for the sake of
which the wild animals are set free as the áhi¡ftsa of the sacrificer. By letting free
the wild animals, the sacrificer is prevented from being carried dead into the forest.
In other words, the employmentof. áhithsd tums out to be fully in accordance with
the frequent "receptive" category A: the non-injury should pertain to the priest,
the sacrificer, or to his cattle. Instead of Dumont's translation-cum-furterpretativeadditions of the expression áhirhsãyai, the following can now be proposed: "It is
for áhíÈtsã (i.e. for the safety of the sacrificer) (that the Adhvaryu and his assistants
release the wild animals),"
2.1.8 referred to above).

2.3.4,

We still have to address the other example mentioned by Schmidt (1997:215) for his statement that "Frequently we hear that the sacrifices and creatures in
general shall not be injured." The first example, TS 5.2.8.7, has been dispensed

with above (paragraph 2.3.1).In SB 2.5.1.14 it is said:
r

!

r

.!

sá va e¡á prøjabhya evãhiñsayai kriyate

It is offered for the safety of the creatures (transl. Eggeling).
The context is a discussion of the Cãturmãsya or Seasonal Sacrifices, starting in SB
2.5.1.1; the outlines of this discussion may be indicated by the following selective
citations from Eggeling's translation:
Verily, in the beginning, Prajãpati alone existed here. He thought within himself,
"How can I be propagatecl?" ... He who is desirous of offspring, sacrifices with that
oblation, and thereby makes himself the saøifice, which is Prajãpati. ln the first place,
there is a cake for Agni on eight potsherds. ... Then follows a potful of boiled rice
(caru) for Soma. .,. he (Agni) casts the seed Soma: thus there is at the outset a productive union, ... Then follows a potful of boiled rice for Sarasvatt; and another for
Pägan. Sarasvati doubtlsss is a woman, and Pägan is a man: thus there is again a
productive union. Through that twofold productive union Prajãpati created the living
beings ... The Maruts ... approached Prajãpati, when he was sacrificing ... : "We shall
destroy those creåtures ofthine which thou årt about to create by means of this offering". Prajãpati ... accordingly set aside for them that share, the Maruts' cake on seven
potsherds ... Let him (the sacrificer) offer it to the "self-strong" (Maruts); ... It is
offered for the sâfely of lhe creatures: hence it is offered 10 the Maruts.

5

Cf. TS 5.2.9.5, transl. Keith: 'from the cattle of the village he sends pain to those of the

wild' (the larger context, however, is the placing of the head of the human, the horse, cow,
and other sacrificial animals); Sg tZ.Z.:.20, lransl. Eggeling: 'on the wild beasts alone he
thus directs Rudra's shaft so as to insure safety to the domestic animals: and cattle are securcd by him and he does not thrust the cattle into rhc mouth of Rudra.'
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For anyone having a slight familiarity with the argumentative structure of the
Brãhmar¡as it will be abundantly clear that the creatures for whose safety the sacrifrcer makes the offering are not the creatures in general, as Schmidt suggests.
They are the creatures which "He who is desirous of offspring" hopes to obtain out
of the sacrifice, which is intended to be analogous with the primeval and paradigmatic sacrifice performed by Prajãpati.

I found one other place in the SB which could be compared to 2.5.1.1, viz. SB
6.4.4.4:

iivó bhava pra¡áhhyo mánupîbhyas Nám

...

íamáyaty évainãm etod áhirhsãyai,
translated by Eggeling as:

"Be thou propitious unto human creatures"
... he thus âppeases him with a view to his doing no injury.
This statement occurs in a discussion of the Agnicayana. The request to be propitious to human creatures is addressed to Agni, and though it could be seen as a very

first of all the human creatu!€s
that make this request to the god Agni, viz. the sacrificer and his sacrificial team.
Other places in SB, as well as other places mentioned in Vishva Bandhu's index
general request, the "human creatur€s" are no doubt

(Safnhitã, Brãhma4a-Ãranyaka), are in my view even more clearly categorizable
underthecategories A or Bl, 82 (mentioned above, paragraph 2.3.2), even if one
may occasionally doubt which of these categories suits best.

3.1. We have to conclude that the term dhithsa in TB 3.9.8.3, especially as far as it
concems the ma¡r who is included among the domestic A6vamedha victims in TS
5.6.21, and who is generally regarded as a perfect sacrificial victim, is used in a
unique way, distinct from all other uses of the term in Samhitãs, Brãhma4as and
Ãra4yakas (as far âs this is covered in Vishva Bandhu's word-concordance¡.6 It
occurs in a small section (sentences 23-27) which suits neither its immediate nor its
larger context very well. This section, sentences 23-27 (or minimally 23-24), is
therefore most probably a later insertion or addition, added after the TB-chapters on
the Aívamedha had already been largely established. It may have been added quite a

long time before the commentators Bhaça-Bhãskara-Miira and Sãyana.7 So far the
case seems quite isolated, so for now there is no reason to see the place as part

of

a

later layer in the text.

6

The distinction which we found does not perlain to the semantics or direct mcaning
lerm, but rather to its employment, contcxt and intent,

7

In the three available editions of the Taittiriya Brãhmaqa (two with Sãya4a's commenlary,
one with Bhatta-Bhãskara-Mióra's; see under TB), the mnemonic line at the end of TB 3.9.8
is labhate - gdm ãlabhate - paramò ' ç¡aú ca, which presupposes thc presence of all clauscs.

of

the
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3.2,

This addition testifies to an outside influence on ritual thought and practice.

Such outside influence is also evident in the SB passage on the Puruçamedha, when
suddenly a mysteilous voice tells the sacrificer to set free the human victims bound

killing of a human
is concemed, it seems that this outside influence came relatively late in the production of the ritual texts, viz. at the end of the composition of the SB and that of the
TB. This does not me¿ul that ritual thought was more closed in earlier periods. The
only thing we can say is that, whatever extemal influence there was in those earlier
periods, it as not the insurmountable embarrassment of killing which invaded from
outside into ritual thought and practice. In fact, it is the absence of any embanassment of killing a human sacrificial victim as such which is striking in the wellknow¡r and probably rather early story of Sunaþßepa (AiB 7.3). As I pointed out
elsewhere, it is presupposed throughout this story that "the ritual slaughter of a
human" is "an extreme but acceptable option" (Houben 1999: l2l, n. 30); what is
embarrassing and unacceptable in this story is that aläúer offers his owtt so¡¡ as
sacrificial victim, and is later on even willing to slaughter his own son at the
sacrifice. Finally, the son gets free from the sacrificial stake without being hurt on
account of his knowledge of suitable verses; and the father is not praised for his
belief and trust (íraddhá¡ in ttre ritual system, but he is foroed to give up his
parental relationship with his son, who is adopted by the seer Viivãmitra (who
taught the liberating verses to the boy). Hence, so far we see no basis to speak of an
increased openness of the ritual system for outside considerations, but we clo see
at the sacrificial stake (SB 13.6.2.l2-13). As far as the sacrificial

that from a cerlain moment these outside considerations concemed the undesirability

of killing

a human sacrificial victim even at large royal rituals such as the

Aíva-

medha, which were performed by proud kings whom one may otherwise not expect
to shrink back from killing condemned criminals or enemies in banle.

If

one wishes to speak of so¡ne kind of early ritual ahimsã theory (Schmidt,
Heesterman) - which is mainly concerned with the safety of the priest and the sacrificer, and which allows them to finally cut down the tree and kill the victim after
preventing their injury with ritual means - preceding the general ethicized ahintsã
of later times, the link between these two stages was not a matter of "orthogenetic"
development, at least not at these stages. Rather, outside influences and considerations were in interaction with ritual thought and practice; these influences
derived from developments, probably in ascetic circles, both Brahmanical and antiBrahmanical (e.g., Buddhist, Jaina), which, as is clear from numerous other data as
well (e.g., Mahãbhãrata passages dealing with the problem of killing, Dharma-Sútra
and Manu-Smgi sections dealing with ahimsã, Buddhist and Jaina accounts), had a
strong momentum of their own.8
8

The research on which the presenl article is based has bccn made possible by a fellowship of
the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences (KNAW).
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